Silent Gliss

ROLLER BLIND
FASCIA & BOX

Shading’s best
kept secret

ROUND OR SQUARE

Whether curved or square, black or
white, all components seamlessly
integrate the roller blind into any
room.
The bottom bar forms a flush finish
when the roller blind is raised.

It’s about what you cannot see. The roller blind
fascias and headbox from Silent Gliss deliver the
high-performance you expect from our systems
whilst discreetly concealing them from view.
Form meets function as the self-contained blinds
integrate flawlessly into any living and working
environment, the sleek design complementing
modern architecture.

SIDE GUIDE CHANNELS

Optional side guide channels for
motorised roller blinds eliminate light
gaps for room darkening.

HEADBOX — COMPLETELY
CONCEALED

The recessed headbox allows the
roller blind to be concealed in the
ceiling for an unobscured view when
the fabric is rolled up. Access to the
technology is guaranteed at all times.

“CLICK-IN” FITTING

The powder-coated metal fascias and
end covers are easily installed using a
click-in mechanism.

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatments. Since 1952 we have been tirelessly
committed to the development of the worlds` smoothest,
quietest systems using state of the art technology.
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Driven by customer needs, Silent Gliss offers functional and
durable products. Expert technical advice coupled with installation
and support services complete the offer.
Silent Gliss stands for innovative, sustainable,
tailor made solutions, exceptional design and
first-class quality.

